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What should we do if we find our email address on the tidbits.com
list?
To find out if you’ve been compromised by this or any other big hack, enter your email
address into Have I Been Pwned? If your email has been compromised, immediately
change its password. If you have used the same password on any other site it must be
changed there also.

For about the last week, I have been receiving calls only from people
on my phone’s contact list. Is that something that can be fixed by
pushing another button?
 Open Settings > Phone
 Turn silence unknown callers Off

Unstable Cursor
1 When I’m typing a document the curser will jump to another line (anywhere) and
continue with whatever I’m typing. I’ve tried turning off auto corrects but it seems they are
back again whenever I update. Don B.
2The cursor jumps from line to line when I am typing a document. It may appear in the
middle of a word, etc. How can this be fixed? Evelyn K.
 Open System Preferences > Keyboard > Keyboard
 Set Key Repeat to Off or Slow
 If set to Slow, set Delay to Long

Can I move my Photos library to an external drive?
Learn more from this article: How to move an Apple Photos for OS X library to an external
drive.

If I delete a photo from iCloud photos, will it be deleted from
everywhere?
Yes! Save the photos somewhere else if you want to keep them.

Where are my iCloud photos stored on my computer?
They are in your Pictures folder, in a file named Photos Library.photoslibrary . This is a
large database containing all the iCloud photos. DO NOT DELETE THIS.

Can I move photos from iCloud photos to Google photos?
Yes. Use a new feature of iCloud photos but make sure you have adequate space in
Google. learn how

I can’t restart my new M1 Mac into recovery mode.
Apple’s new M-series Macs, starting with the Apple silicon M1 chip, have an entirely
different way to access the special recovery mode used for troubleshooting, sharing just
volumes on the startup and other attached drives without starting up in macOS, and
making certain system security settings.
- How to find every troubleshooting boot mode on an M1 Mac.
- A Comprehensive Guide to All Startup Modes for M1 Macs

I accidentally deleted all my files. How can I get them back?
If you don’t have any backups via Time Machine, an online hosted backup, or synced
versions of your files, the files may be gone for good. You should start backing up today.
- Backup101Rev4
- How to create a backup strategy with terabytes of files.)

Tech Tips
M1 Mac Startup Modes
Start in Recovery Mode
To start your M1 Mac into Recovery mode, shut it down. Then power on the Mac, but
hold the power key until “Loading startup options” appears. Then proceed as
needed.
Start in Safe Mode

Restart into recoveryOS as described above. Wait until your startup volume appears
in the main screen next to the Options icon. Hover over the volume and hold down
the Shift key, and a label appears. Click Continue in Safe Mode and release the Shift
key. Your Mac restarts without kernel extensions.
No SMC to reset, no NVRAM to zap
There’s no separate SMC in the M1 Macs; its functions are built into Apple’s
processor. NVRAM still exists, but it can’t be reset by a key combination at startup,
and messing with it using Terminal commands could require a revive or restore of
your Mac’s startup firmware!

APFS FAQ Partitions, Volumes, and AFPS Containers
Definitions
Disk: a spinning HDD or non-spinning SSD in your computer.
A Partition is a logically grouped, named portion of a disk that can hold data.
A Volume is a Partition that has been formatted with a specific file system.
New with APFS
The installer creates an APFS container on your disk. A container can contain
one or more APFS Volumes. One of those Volumes will contain the macOS
files.
The disk space of a container is shared among all of its volumes. APFS
formatted volumes can grow and shrink without volume repartitioning.
Disk Utility View

Finder View

